training tips
Before you set out across the UK,
we’ve got some top tips to take you
all the way to the coast.

Getting started
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Get a proper bike fit: This will make
riding easier, more efficient and
more comfortable.

 ake sure your saddle is at the
M
right height. Place your heel on
the pedal at its furthest away point.
Your leg should be fairly straight,
with just a slight bend.
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 rotect your head: When riding
P
outdoors, it’s so important you wear
a helmet on all rides. Don’t use
headphones as you will need to hear
what’s going on around you.

Be prepared: When you’re out
and about always carry some
ID, cash and a basic multi-tool,
just in case.
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When cycling indoors you’re likely
to get more sweaty. Wear light clothing,
have water and a sweat towel handy!

did you know?
The same energy that is
expended for walking can
be used when cycling to
move three times faster.

making it
a habit
Getting prepared will really help and will
stop you finding excuses. Put time in
your diary for your ride or class, lay your
kit out, get your water and snacks ready
and if you’re heading outdoors plan
your route and pump up your tyres.
Tips from the pros at Team
Novo Nordisk
Team Novo Nordisk is the world’s only
professional cycling team where all the
riders have type 1 diabetes. Here’s Sam
Brand, the UK representative from Team
Novo Nordisk’s, top tip:

“

Bike position and fit is of utmost importance,
little field checks can really enhance this.
There are three points of contact between rider
and bike: hands, feet and bum. Making sure
you aren’t reaching too far to the handlebars
is important for the lower back and can
improve the way you’re sitting on your bike.

sam brand
Remember, this is your race, at your pace
and whatever your distance we’re here to
help you make every mile count – for you
and for people affected by diabetes.

Contact the UK Wide team at
UKWideCycle@diabetes.org.uk
or 0345 123 2399 for help.

